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I. INTRODUCTION

Industrial Control System (ICS) networks face novel chal-
lenges in risk management, feature agility, and deployment
flexibility. Essential hardware control systems may have a
lifetime of decades while the need for business features and the
network security landscape evolve on a daily basis. Even the
mix of common protocols for network connectivity is likely
to undergo significant market disruption over the 50+ year
lifetime of a large industrial complex. Given this reality, the
University of Houston Networking Lab [4] has embarked upon
an effort, facilitated by the Department of Energy CREDC[2]
program, to decouple the long development cycles of hardened
industrial equipment from the ever-changing realities of both
the local and wide-area networks they must use to transport
essential sensor data and control messages.

We are developing a specification for a Network Function
(NF) with the express purpose of defining a standard behavior
for per-flow policy enforcement, allowing operators to specify
varying policies (or combinations of policies) for packet flows
being transmitted between two trusted and/or reliable enclaves
via an untrusted or unreliable segment. These policies allow
features – like packet signatures, sequence numbers, local
timestamping, etc – to be added without hardware downtime or
vendor firmware availability. For example, devices incapable
of running complex network state machines for protocols such
as TCP can nonetheless be relied on to provide reliable data
delivery given the application of appropriate policy. Similarly
sensors and control mechanisms designed decades ago can
benefit from modern HMAC [3] signatures to guarantee data
integrity, without ever having to be upgraded or replaced.

While our objective is a specification that will be handed
over to existing ICS vendors – and not a performant NF
implementation – we need to be able to quantify both the utility
of given policies and also their resource requirements such that
vendors can make reasonable business decisions about which
policies to support and what hardware will be required to
do so. The experiment outlined in this paper is one example
of how we are breaking up the specification evaluation into
discrete pieces (as partially exposed in Figure 1) and using the
flexibility and efficiency of GENI [7] to provide reproducible
methods, data and analytics for each draft policy in a wide
variety of configurable network conditions.
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Fig. 1. Draft specification flow chart of WAN-side packet handling for several
concurrent policies
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II. EXPERIMENT GOALS

The experiment described here evaluates a guaranteed in-
order delivery policy for existing connectionless packet flows,
expected to be used in commodity transport environments
where satellite or long range MIMO radio links [6, 10] alter
the order of packet delivery. The same baseline configuration
(number of sites, sensors, etc.) is run under varying network
conditions to explore how an increasing percentage of re-
ordered packets will impact final message forwarding delay
in the control application, as well as resource requirements for
buffered packets at the Network Function.

III. EXPERIMENT DETAILS

The experiment topology deployed on the GENI VTS
testbed [8] consists of groups of sensor sites with a config-
urable number of sensor nodes transmitting emulated control
data across an unreliable network to a management site. To
quantify resource usage we must track the queue depth at the
network function as well as recording the timing in which
events (such as queuing or forwarding packets) occur under
a wide range of network conditions (in this case, increasing
amounts of reordered packets), so the deployed NF endpoints
record a log of these events. For validation purposes the exper-
iment also orchestrates packet capture at various points in the
network – as seen in Figure 2 – in order to provide reference
timing data and allow for debugging and investigating any
unexpected behavior.
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Fig. 2. Data capture points in component topology sites

Each network function relies on an ICS system operator to
set per flow polices defining the actions the network function
should take to buffer, drop, or forward packets. Packets are

matched via a filter that passes matching packets to the
appropriate handler to enforce policy decisions. In the case
of our experiment we configure the experiment orchestration
system [5] to allocate a lossless policy function for each unique
sensor. The orchestration system utilizes the input from the
GENI Manifest RSpec to extract the number of sensors at
each site, as well as their interface MAC addresses for policy
matching.

In the case of in-order policy, control data leaving the
sensor site is encapsulated in a header containing a sequence
number (incurring an additional packet overhead of four bytes).
The sequence number identifies the ordering of the flow as it
left the originating facility and allows for flow reassembly on
the receiving side in the original order.

The ”commodity transport” core between the sites is where
network impairments (delay and reordering) are applied. The
degree and character of unreliability is easily managed by the
VTS aggregate manager through the GENI Request RSpec,
as well as dynamically during experiment runtime via the
GENI Perform Operational Action API [1]. The configuration
for the experiment results in this paper is 1000ms of delay
(common for geosynchronous satellite transport) and 6-22%
packet reordering in 2% increments. The number of sensor
sites and number of sensors within each site, as well as the
core impairments, are fully programmable resulting in quick
scalability as VTS allows for rapid buildup and teardown of
entire test networks in minutes.

The series of experiment runs are performed through a
set of purpose built scripts, utilizing a custom experiment
orchestration system written at the University of Houston, as
well the standard geni-lib [9] Python library. A reservation
script creates the topology at your site of choice, configurable
with the number of sites and sensors at each site, as well
as the network impairments. The topology is configurable to
exclude the network functions in order to collect baselining
data as well. A second script orchestrates the experiment
by connecting to the remote devices via SSH, installing the
necessary files, writing the packet filters, and starting the
necessary services (network functions at each site, sensor
emulators, etc). After the designated sensor run duration, the
orchestrator stops the processes, terminates the connections,
and uploads generated data files (event logs, pcaps, OS data,
etc.) to the user’s Dropbox.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS

Network Function event data uploaded to Dropbox from
within each experiment run is extracted and passed into an
analysis script. This script produces two panel plots: the first
shows a histogram of the frequency in which packets are
delayed by the network function as shown in Figure 5, the
second shows the total amount of time each network function
contains the specified number of packets in the queue as shown
in Figure 4. Note the broken y-axis scale on both panel plots,
allowing for minor changes in additional delay and queue
depth to be assessed. Each subplot of the figure is generated
using data from the six sensors running for each experiment
allowing for quick turn-around time while providing repro-
ducibility. The queue depth bar chart is generated by taking
the average of the total time spent per queue depth of each
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Fig. 3. Combined plot of a single sensor queue depth and forwarding time with 12% reordering
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Fig. 4. Time spent per queue depth

of the six runs. The histogram data combines all of the six
packet streams received and processed by the NF during the
experiment run. The analysis script is configurable to generate
arbitrary panel dimensions (NxM plots) and can also generate
individual plots of instantaneous queue depth and per-packet
forwarding delay as seen in Figure 3.

V. CONCLUSION

Both panels confirm the assumption that increasing reorder-
ing on the network results in longer delay times for out-of-
order packets and higher utilization of Network Function buffer
space. Still, the delay histogram reveals that in networks with
large amounts of existing delay the additional overhead is min-
imal even with large amounts of reordered packets. Throughout
all of the experiment runs up to twenty-two percent reordering
the maximum additional packet delay incurred by the Network
Function is under one hundred milliseconds and is more likely
closer to fifty milliseconds. Furthermore, the queue depth bar
charts show that the additional buffer required by a Network
Function operating in these conditions is at most three packets
per flow, and is likely bounded to a reasonable amount even
in extremely poor network conditions.

This data is extremely valuable to operators in understand-
ing where to apply certain policies – if the value of in-order
delivery is worth minor jitter in extraordinary environments –
as well as to vendors when determining how much overhead
they will need to build into their products to support these poli-
cies. A similarly thorough evaluation of each policy is essential
to vendor and operator acceptance of our specification, and
the scripting allowing reproducible results on GENI resources
provides for rigorous expansion of analysis as novel questions
arise from real-world use of this function.
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Fig. 5. Distribution of additional forwarding delay
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